2015 Et Filleproduct-pdf - Pinot Noir Heredity - Radiant Oregon
Pinot - Over 50% OFF!
Why We're Drinking It
It has been one of our great sources of pride to have discovered ET FILLE several years ago -- this father/daughter
team (“Et Fille” means “and daughter”) makes elegant, pure, bright, flavor-filled and silky wines that run very much under
the radar, generally -- which is good for us (and you)! The price we have today is simply ASTOUNDING for pinot at this
level!!
2015 gave Willamette Valley warm temps, ripe fruit, and perfumey aromatics. The moment you pull the cork, you’ll get
the cherry, the raspberry extract, the blood orange and spiced tea. It’s light on its feet, polished, silky and fine, and
simply outrageously satisfying at $19! Wow!
Here’s the 90-point review: “Pretty rose petal and raspberry aromas lead to delicately structured cherry, orange zest and
tea flavors that linger toward polished tannins. Drink now through 2023. 292 cases made.”
Only 292 case made and we have about 20 to sell -- while they last that is….pinot this good priced like this is rare
enough to disappear in a flash!

APPELLATION
Willamette Valley, Oregon
ALCOHOL
13.20
SIZE
750ml

The Story to Know
Father and daughter team Howard and Jessica Mozeico co-founded Oregon's Et Fille Wines in 2003 with the goal of
creating wines that bring together family, friends, and warm conversation over shared meals. Et Fille, which means "and
daughter", originally represented the hand-in-hand collaboration of its co-founders and now includes Jessica's daughter.
Today, Jessica operates the business, making elegantly complex wines inspired by her late father's legacy and
daughter's future.

Ratings
Wine Spectator, 90 points
"Pretty rose petal and raspberry aromas lead to delicately structured cherry, orange zest and tea flavors that linger
toward polished tannins. Drink now through 2023. 292 cases made."

